
DVD Reviews: Two Rough Ones from MVD (Naked Nazi and They All
Posted on February 19, 2012 by Dennis 

Naked Nazi 

SRS Cinema/MVD 

Director: Jason Impey 

Writer: Jason Impey 

Stars: Jason Impey and Amber Lee 

(From imdb.com)

What they say: Michelle Young is a she

finds the tables turned after a horrific sexual attack. In

aftermath she becomes the “”Naked Nazi

pleasure in dominating then killing anyone who gets in her way. Her

rampage goes unchecked until she crosses paths with an unhinged Nazi hunter and

stop her, or will they too fall victim to her lust for sex and blood?!

What I say: Yeah, it’s exactly what it sounds like. It’s said that this film was shot in one day and the footage has

been used in several other movies. After watching it, I can believe it. The film is about a woman that goes crazy 

after an attack and becomes The Naked Nazi. She punishes all the men in reveng

her. So t be clear, it wasn’t shocking enough just to be a rape/revenge movie it had to

just to make sure. 

But despite its low budget origins there is some entertainment to be had, as some of the torture

the top they are almost fun. My main man Sloth would definitely approve. I would say it

watch.
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Picture quality is nothing to write home about but it gets the job done. Extras include

trailer.

Film: 7/10 

DVD: 7/10

They All Must Die! 

Sean Weathers/MVD 

Writer, Director, Janitor: Sean Weathers

Note: Before you read my review, please take a moment to read director 

Sean Weathers bio here, it’s entertaining

you some insight as to the thoughts behind the film, or maybe not.

What they say: Based on actual events of a white woman who moved 

into a black ghetto to write a book about the men that lived there. The 

most relentlessly disturbing, depraved &

the graphic nature of the film it was investigated by the NYPD & FBI & thought to be a 

was never proven, the case against Sean Weathers and his film is still considered to be open.

What I say: Wow, hype much? When I first heard of this film I was intrigued in a sick sort of way. My need to 

find the most evil depraved and vile films in the world is well represented here. So

highly disturbing rape/revenge film. My curiosity was killing me, I HAD to see this. Then I started researching 

Sean Weathers. What I found was shocking…Sean Weathers is black himself, and apparently insane

above link). So the fine folks at MVD sent me a copy for review and my “adventure

The first thing you will notice is the disc boots right into the film, no menu or anything. I hit the menu button on 

my remote and got a menu that said “Play Movie”…that’s it! Now on to the film its self. It

mastered from a VHS tape that was left out in the rain. It is muddy, grainy and g

big money to visual effects houses to make their films look like this so whatever. The film is 16×9

if it was cropped or not. 
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The film is exactly what is advertised, a white woman moves to the hood and is instantly sexually harassed,

continues for a while then finally three guys bust in to her pad and brutally gang rape her. This seems to go on 

forever. It wasn’t as bad as Irreversible but it was damn close and it certainly lasted longer. Then the

recovers and goes on a killing spree dispatching the men in gory violent fashion. 

The film was made in 1998, and it went unreleased for 13 years. Was it because o

just no one wanted to touch it until MVD came along. Race relations are still a mess so I honestly don

this film exists, especially directed by a black man. 1998 or 2011, it does not matter, why stir the pot?

The real question is did I like it? I don’t know if “like” is the right word. It was ce

felt dirty watching it, so it was a success on that front anyway. As a film it was kinda amateurish, but as an 

exploitation film it was a winner. It is lodged in my mind so I guess I at least respect it on some level, but I am 

here to tell you, it is NOT for everybody. Hell, it’s not for anybody but me, Sean Weathers,

No extras to be found. 

Film: 7/10 

DVD: 6/10
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